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About us
We are synonymous with attention to details and continuous research. Founded 
in 1981 by Raimondo Mattiuzzo, today Raxyline is the leading manufacturer Italian 
promotional merchandising printed on fabric. We help companies with a presence
throughout Europe to enhance their brand, increase their visibility and to be com-
petitive in their target market. From idea to design, from production to packaging: 

all processes are carried out in Italy, in Treviso. “True Made in Italy”.

Our objective?
Our main clients are marketing agencies: for years we have been giving life to 
projects, transforming them into products set apart by their high quality, creativity 
and artistic innovation. Our goal is to improve our clients’ competitiveness in their 

market of reference, proposing ever-new and original creations and products.

Your needs?
For advice, or simple curiosity, do not hesitate to contact us, we will be more than 
happy to analyze problems together and find solutions to make your ideas a reality.

Mail. info@raxyline.com
Tel. +39 0422 725691



Made in R-Pet
100% Recycled plastic

Accessories
100% R-PET production

Packaging
Paper and polyethylene bags
are 100% biodegradable.

ECO collection SUSTAINABILITY
IT’S MORE THAN A PRODUCT!

Energy and Nature
Energy consumption covered by solar panels

Safe Production
No harmful chemicals

Waste Management
16% less waste each year

8. 9.8. 9.
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P0081P

P0146

P16501

L13

L12

L11

ECO Products ECO Products

P0237

P000710P

P0450

P0168

P0360

P0239
- Simple R-PET lanyard

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- R-PET Lanyard with double carabiner

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- Keychain with ring

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b13.5 x h2 cm

- Stadium scarf - Headband with rounded edges

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b95 x h9.5 cm

- Winter tubular neckwarmer

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b23 x h22.5 cm

- Tubular microfiber bandana

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b23 x h50 cm

- Elastic tubular bandana

- 90% Polyester R-PET, 10% Elastane
- Sizes: b22 x h40 cm

- Winter tubular bandana

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b23 x h75 cm

- Polar tubular neckwarmer

- 84% Polyester R-PET, 16% Elastane
- Sizes: b25 x h29 cm

- Backpack bag

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b35 x h45 cm

- R-PET lanyard with detachable buckle

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b125 x h17 cm
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ECO Products

P000510P

P06701

P01340P1

P0245

P3301

P00731

ECO Packaging

MC00628MC00626 MC00627

MC00625MC00624MC0288

MC089 MC02831 MC02841
- Havana paper envelope with view

- Sizes: b26 x h17,5 cm

- Tubular microfiber multifunctional band

- 100% recycled polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b23 x h25 cm

- Recycled Havana envelope for beanies

- Sizes: b15 x h15 cm

- Disposable bracelet

- 100% recycled polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b35.5 x h1.5 cm

- 100% recycled transparent envelope

- Sizes: b21 x h21 cm

- Shopper bag with shoulder handles

- 100% recycled polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b35 x h42 cm

- Havana paper envelope

- Sizes: b15 x h15 cm

- Shoelaces

- 100% Polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b70/150 x h1 cm

- 100% recycled transparent envelope

- Sizes: b7 x h10 cm

- Beanie in gauzed lycra mod. “Monviso”

- 84% Polyester R-PET, 16% Elastane
- Sizes: b25 x h21 cm

- 100% recycled transparent envelope

- Sizes: b21 x h30 cm

- Beanie in tubular microfiber

- 100% recycled polyester R-PET
- Sizes: b24 x h25 cm

- Havana paper envelope + quality signatures

- Sizes: b15 x h15 cm

- 100% recycled transparent envelope

- Sizes: b14 x h14 cm

- 100% recycled transparent envelope

- Sizes: b40 x h50 cm
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Lanyards Mousepads

Keychains Wristbands

Bandanas Laptop bags
SEE PAGE  38.

SEE PAGE 36.SEE PAGE  16.

SEE PAGE  23.SEE PAGE 22.

SEE PAGE  26.

Sketches in 24 hours

Made in Italy

Quantitative competitiveness

100% customizable

Fast production

BEST
SELLERS



PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX
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AVAILABLE IN
VARIOUS MODELS

AVAILABLE HEIGHTS
10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 40 mm

Lanyards
BESTSELLERS

ACCESSORIES
Wide range of finishes and 
complementary elements

PACKAGING
- Polybag -

- Paper envelope -

ACCESSORIES
at pag. 20

10 - 15 - 20- 25 mm

10 - 15 - 20 - 25 mm

10 - 15 - 20 - 25 mm

10 - 15 - 20- 25 mm

10 - 15 - 20- 25 mm

10 mm

FABRICS HEIGHTS

Double satin

R-Pet

Spot

Ray

Extra shiny

Woven
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L08

10/15 mm

15/20 mm

20/25 mm

Available heights

available in the GREEN collection on page 8 ACCESSORIES available on page 20

L09

L14

Lanyards
BESTSELLERS

L04 15/20 mm

Available heights

10 mm
Available height

15/20 mm

Available heights

available in the GREEN collection on page 8 ACCESSORIES available on page 20

L05

L03
- WITH HOOK and/or CELL PHONE HOLDER

- WITH DOUBLE HOOK

- WITH DETACHABLE BUCKLE AND HOOK

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1 - 1.5 - 2 - 2.5 cm

- IN JACQUARD WITH DETACHABLE BUCKLE AND SNAP HOOK

- IN JACQUARD WITH HOOK

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1.5 - 2 cm
- Colors: background + 1-2 secondary colors

- BRAIDED WITH HOOK AND METAL CLOSURE CLIP

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1 cm

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: h1.5 - 2 cm
- Colors: background + 1-2 secondary colors

Double satin

R-Pet

AVAILABLE FABRICS

Spot

Ray

Extra shiny

Woven

Fully customizable in printing, sizes, packa-
ging and type of accessories, our lanyards 
are made from tapes produced from plastics 
from recycled of the highest quality. An in-
dispensable item for every company: in the 
office, during conference events or shows.
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AC0091

Safety clip in R-PET
sizes: 10-15 mm
colors

AC0018

KAM buckle
sizes 15-20-25 mm
colors

AC033

R-PET and matt metal buckle
sizes 20 mm
colors

AC034

R-PET buckle and shiny metal
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC035

R-PET buckle
sizes 20 mm
colors

AC036

Matte metal buckle
sizes 20 mm
colors

AC037

Shiny metal buckle
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC071

Safety clip in R-PET
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC014

Metal buckle for cellular
sizes 10 mm
colors

AC092

R-PET buckle for cellular
sizes 10 mm
colors

AC093

R-PET buckle for cellular
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC094

R-PET buckle for cellular with ring
sizes 10 tmm
colors

AC055

Crocodile clip
sizes ... mm
colors

AC030

Standard hook
sizes 8-10-15-20-25 mm
colors

AC031

Flat snap hook
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC032

Mountain carabiner
sizes 40-60-70 mm
colors

AC070

R-PET hook
sizes 15-20 mm
colors

AC096

R-PET lobster hook
sizes 10-15-20-25 mm
colors

AC097

Metallic lobster hook
sizes 10-15-20-25 mm
colors

AC099

Nickel free hook
sizes 8-10-15-20-25 mm
colors

AC132502

Military snap hook
sizes 25 mm
colors

AC00191

Ring with hook closure
sizes 20 mm
colors

AC0061

Small ring closure
sizes 10-14-18 mm
colors

AC0062

Medium ring closure
sizes 22-25 mm
colors

AC0063

Large ring closure
sizes 30-32 mm
colors

AC008

Flat ring closure
sizes 25-28-30 mm
colors

AC095

R-PET buckle
sizes 10-15-20-25-40 mm
colors 

AC046

R-PET big cord stopper
sizes 13,5 x 10,5 mm
colors

AC047

R-PET small cord stopper
sizes 7,3 x 9 mm
colors

AC050

Skipass holder
sizes ... mm
colors

Accessories for laces

AC0091

Plastic cord stopper
sizes 6-8 mm
colors

AC092002

Rubber cord sttopper
sizes 6 mm
colors

AC072

Plastic and bamboo cord lock
sizes 7,5 mm
colors

AC072

Plastic cord lock
sizes 10 x 4 mm
colors

AC00501

Vertical badge holder in PVC
sizes 8,5 x 12,5 cm
colors trasparent

AC00502

Horizontal badge holder in PVC
sizes 10 x 7,5 cm
colors trasparent

AC00503

Horizontal badge holder in PVC
sizes 11,3 x 9,5 cm
colors trasparent

AC00504

Vertical badge holder in PVC
sizes 11,5 x 15,6 cm
colors trasparent

AC00505

Horizontal badge holder in PVC
sizes 11,2 x 12,8 cm
colors trasparent

AC00506

Horizontal letter holder in PVC
sizes 10,2 x 8,5 cm
colors trasparent

AC00509

Vertical badge holder
sizes 11,5 x 18 cm
colors trasparent

AC075

Rigid vertical badge holder
sizes ... cm
colors trasparent

AC076

Double Vertical badge holder
sizes 5,9 x 10 cm
colors trasparent

AC078

Double horizontal badge holder
sizes 7,3 x 9 cm
colors trasparent

AC005012

Vertical badge holder
sizes 12 x 10,5 cm
colors trasparent

AC005041

Vertical badge holder
sizes 11,5 x 15,6 cm
colors trasparent

AC005051

Horizontal badge holder in PVC
sizes 17,2 x 11,2 cm
colors trasparente

AC056

Crocodile clip with clamp
sizes 11,5 x 15,6 cm
colors trasparente

AC057

Crocodile clip with button
sizes 13,5 x 10,5 cm
colors trasparente

AC060

Plastic clip with ring
sizes 7,3 x 9 cm
colors trasparente

ALL plastic accessories are made from 100% recycled plastic.

Accessories for Bracelets
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A much-appreciated gadget, this 
backpack and/or pocket accessory is 
made in a wide variety of ribbons and 
heights, fully customizable. t is packa-
ged with brisé ring for the keys and 
practical snap hook aluminum snap 
hook. Can be equipped with different 
accessories upon request.

AVAILABLE SIZES
10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 40 mm

available in the GREEN collection on page 8 ACCESSORIES available on page 20

P0028

P0112

P0051

Keychains
BESTSELLERS

- ACCESSORIES -
at pag. 20

STANDARD SIZES
b350 x h15 mm

Event 
Wristbands

BESTSELLERS

P0072

P0061 P0073

P00109

- DISPOSABLE  BRACELET WITH SAFETY LOCK

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b35 x h 1/1.5 cm

- BRACELET WITH DUAL REGULATING BALL

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b40 x h1 cm

- “BRAZILIAN” BRACELET

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b43 x h1/1.5 cm

- SAFETY BUTTON BRACELET

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b24 x h1.5 cm

- ELASTIC KEYCHAIN WITH RING

- 65% Polyester, 35% Elastane
- Sizes: b10 x h2.3 cm

- PADDED KEYCHAIN WITH RING

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b12.5 x h1.5 cm

- KEYCHAIN WITH CARABINER AND RING

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b11 x 2/2.5 cm

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

AVAILABLE IN
Polyester or 100% R-PET

available in the GREEN collection on page 8 ACCESSORIES available on page 20

Indispensable for events with limited num-
ber, become exclusive gadgets for anyone
have participated in the concert or match
of the year. Made of soft and robust rib-
bons, are equipped with an accessory that 
allows the adjustment on the wrist and that 
acts as a lock. Fully customizable, are pro-
ducts 100% Made in Italy.
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BESTSELLER

Ribbons
BESTSELLERS Decorative ribbons are usually used to 

celebrate various events. Perfect for 
gift wrapping, packaging finish or other 
decorative finishes. MANY POSSIBILITIES

A ribbon, a gift bow, a headband, and 
much more...

SATIN

10-15-20-25-30 mm

DOUBLE SATIN

10-15-20-25-30 mm

RAB

10-15-20-25-30      
100 mm
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available in the GREEN collection on page 8 available in the GREEN collection on page 8

- WINTER TUBULAR BANDANA

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b23 x h75 cm

- FLEECE-LINED NECK WARMER

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b23.5 x h22.5 cm

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b23 x h50 cm

- POLAR TUBULAR NECK WARMER

- 83% Polyester, 17% Elastane
- Sizes: b25 x h29 cm

- LYCRA NECK WARMER

- 82% Polyester, 18% Elastane
- Sizes: b25 x h27 cm

- HEADBAND

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b95 x h9.5 cm

Bandanas
BESTSELLERS

MATERIALS
Heat-regulating, breathable,

100% Polyester or 100% R-PET

PACKAGING
- Polybag -

- Paper envelope -

OPTIONAL
Standard or customized 

instructions

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Face protection, neck 

warmer, hair band,
wristband, and much more

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

An eclectic accessory, indispensable in 
any season and environment, our bandana
tubular in pure polyester microfiber
is multifunctional: worn as an under-hel-
met, headband, neck warmer and more,
it is the perfect companion for any 
activity. Soft, lightweight, comfortable, 
breathable, it offers excellent moisture 
control. It is washable countless times and 
dries in a few moments.

P0137

P000703

P0141

P0068

P0138

P0129
- TUBULAR MICROFIBER BANDANA

”Perfect for any occasion, a great way to show off your brand„
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Shopper
Bag

BESTSELLERS

Practical shopper bag with generous dimen-
sions with shoulder strap handles. The bag 
body is made of bright gabardine: a fabric 
that is light and sturdy at the same time. A 
model suitable for the gym, the beach or 
shopping, fully customizable with sublima-
tion printing and is made entirely in Italy.

P231
- BORSA SHOPPER

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b33 x h40 cm

P151
- BACKPACK BAG

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b32 x h40 cm
- Sizes: b37 x h48 cm

HANDLE COLORS

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

32 x 40 cm 37 x 48 cm

OPTIONAL
Standard or 

customized label

Backpack
bag

BESTSELLERS

OPTIONAL
Standard or 

customized label

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

CUSTOMIZABLE
HANDLES

Thought for sport and free time, this 
practical backpack will become the 
perfect buddy for every hike. Roomy, it 
can contain the essential kit for a day at 
the beach, in the swimming pool, in fit-
ness areas, or just a walk or a ride with 
a bike. Light and compact, it can stay 
inside the luggage as a supplement 
during a travel, the gabardine fabric is 
bright and sturdy. Shoulder strings are 
soft and a little extendable for a major 
comfort. An excellent gadget 100% 
Made in Italy, fully customizable.



available in the GREEN collection on page 8 available in the GREEN collection on page 8
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OPTIONAL
Standard or 

customized label

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

SIZES
Adult - Kid

Fully printable beanie, made of soft techni-
cal fabric, bielastic with a smooth and silky 
hand feel on one side, soft and warm on the 
brushed inner side. The beanie is lightwei-
ght, comfortable, and offers exceptional 
protection while ensuring breathability and 
thermoregulation. A unisex, high-quality ac-
cessory, entirely made in Italy, perfect for 
winter days and/or during sports activities.

Made of fine lycra on a polyester yarn base with elastomer. The brushed 
inner lining gives the fabric a soft and very comfortable hand feel. It is 
possible to sublimate print the brushed lycra on both sides for a glossy 
or matte effect. A unisex, high-quality accessory, entirely made in Italy, 
perfect for winter days and/or during sports activities.Beanies

BESTSELLERS
- WINTER BEANIE Mod. ”CRISTALLO”

- 83% Polyester, 17% Elastane
- Sizes: Adult / Kid

P0134
- WINTER BEANIE Mod. “LAVAREDO“

- 80% Polyester, 20% Elastane
- Sizes: Adult / Kid

P00661

OPTIONAL
Standard or 

customized label

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

SIZES
Adult - Kid



CORD COLORS
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Eyeglass
Cleaning cloth

Eyeglass
Pouch

BESTSELLERS BESTSELLERSP0111

Eyeglass cleaning cloth made of soft 
polyester microfiber. The fabric is slightly 
brushed to enhance its softness and lens 
cleaning power. Available in any size upon 
request and printable through sublimation 
on one or two sides (fabric 180 - 250gsm), 
Offered with a single-sided bias binding in 
a choice of several options.

- EYEGLASS CLEANING CLOTH

- 100% Polyester
- Sies: b14.5 x h17.5 cm

A soft polyester microfiber fabric for this
pouch is designed to protect glasses but 
suitable for any other use. Available in any
size upon request, with one or two draw-
strings, and with cord lock accessories.

P0110
- EYEGLASS POUCH

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b9 x h19 cm

BENEFITS
Leaves no fingerprints or 

dust residues

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

AVAILABLE IN
VARIOUS SIZES

Zig-Zag
Edge

Rounded
Edge

Straight 
Edge

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

O
cchiali non inclusi.

Available in single or double 
cord variants, with or without 
adjustable lock.
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Scarf
BESTSELLERS

BENEFITS
Blocks out all types of 

lighting

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

FRINGE COLORS

18 x 15 cm

20 x 20 cm

Eye Mask
BESTSELLERS

Our eye mask provides maximum comfort 
and relaxation for rejuvenating sleep 
wherever you are. Made with soft and li-
ghtweight materials, our mask fits per-
fectly around the contours of your eyes, 
effectively blocking out light for a restful 
sleep.

P111
- EYE MASK

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b19.5 x h9 cm

The stadium scarf is an iconic gadget, a
must-have for all fans passionate about
team sports. An essential trophy keepsake
to remember moments of extraordinary
excitement, fully customizable, it is made
in soft and lightweight “rodier” jersey,
breathable and cool to the touch, available
on request with or without fringes.
100% Made in Italy.

- SCIARPA STADIO

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b125 x h17 cm

P0080
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Mousepad 
slim

BESTSELLERS

An essential work companion, our mat is 
made of waterproof and washable mate-
rial, slightly compressible, and with good 
grip on the supporting surface. Fully prin-
table through sublimation, request it in 
the shape and size you prefer.

Used as a monitor cleaning cloth or mouse 
pad to facilitate mouse movements, this 
mat is a valuable aid for work and school. 
Its thinness allows it to be inserted insi-
de the laptop and always available when 
needed. The silicone coating on the back 
makes it adhere perfectly to the table. 
Fully customizable through printing, upon 
request, it can also be obtained in other 
shapes and sizes.

P0062
- RUBBER MOUSEPAD- MOUSEPAD SLIM

- 30% Polyester, 70% Rubber
- Sizes: b21 x h18 cm

- 50% Polyester, 50% Silicone
- Sizes: b20.5 x h19.5 cm Mousepad

BESTSELLERSP0161

NON-SLIP
Silicone anti-slip layer

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
The front can be used to 

clean displays

SHAPES
Choose the shape that 
best suits your needs

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

- 30% Polyester, 70% Rubber
- Sizes: variable

P0133

Shaped polyester and rubber mousepad 
- custom shapes available -
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BENEFITS
Protects your laptop from 

shocks and dust.

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

P0044

Practical and protective case, fully cu-
stomizable, made of laminated fabric (4 
mm thickness) to protect your computer 
from dust and dangerous impacts. It can 
be accessorized with ribbon handles and/
or adjustable shoulder strap. Available in 
various sizes and shapes, also for tablets 
and e-books.

- LAPTOP BAG WITH FLAP

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- SIzes: b36 x h27 cm - 13”

- LAPTOP BAG

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b34 x h25 cm

- COVER WITH FLAP OPENING

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b30 x h41 cm

- Size: b35.5 x h26 cm
- Size: b38.5 x h29.5 cm
- Size: b40,5 x h30 cm
- Size: b45,5 x h33 cm

P0098

Laptop
Bags

BESTSELLERS

P00110

AVAILABLE SIZES

- E-BOOK COVER

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b19 x h14 cm

- LAPTOP BAG WITH POCKET AND FLAP

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b40,5 x h30 cm

“An excellent product to showcase your brand and protect your ideas.”

AVAILABLE IN 
VARIOUS MODELS

P00112

13”
14”
15”
17”

P01043
- LAPTOP BAG WITH FLAP

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b40,5 x h30 cm 

P01041

- TABLET COVER

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b26 x h20 cm

P0097



available in the GREEN collection on page 8
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- Shoe laces

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b70/100/110/120/150 x h1 cm

Shoe Laces
BESTSELLERS

Pochette
BESTSELLERS

An elegant clutch, useful for cosmetics 
and small items, is the perfect accessory 
to always keep in your bag. Made of soft 
microfiber, it can be customized on the 
entire surface.

P0174
- POCHETTE IN BONDED FABRIC

50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b16 x h10 x d5 cm

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

PAIR PACKAGING
ON REQUEST

Shoe laces offered in pairs, made of polyester 
braid, customizable front/back, and available 
in various sizes. They are perfect accessories 
to promote the brand on every footwear.

P0005

PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

AVAILABLE IN 
VARIOUS MODELS

- BEAUTYCASE WITH HANDELS

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b20 x p8 x h12 cm

P0162
- POCHETTE Mod. SILK

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b19 x h13 cm

P242
- DOMED POUCHED

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: b14 x p5 x h9 cm

P14021



PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

CUSTOMIZABLE BUCKLE
Pad Printing or Engraving

100% Polyester available for SUBLIMATION printing
100% Cotton available for SCREEN PRINTING

AVAILABLE WITH
Combination buckle

Made in Italy Made in Italy42. 43.

Military 
Buckle belt

Luggage
Belt

BESTSELLERS BESTSELLERS P0070
- LUGGAGE BELT

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: Width 185 cm x Height 10 cm

P0184
- MILITARY BUCKLE BELT

- 100% Polyester
- Size: Width 110/140 cm x Height 4 cm

Let your brand travel with our luggage 
belt that protects your luggage from ac-
cidental openings and facilitates recogni-
tion in retrieval areas. The ribbon is sturdy 
and adjustable in length. Upon request, 
the buckle can be provided with a numeri-
cal combination for added security.

Fully customizable, our belt can be reque-
sted in any length, and the box buckle is 
very practical. The ribbon, four centime-
ters high, is made of soft and sturdy polye-
ster. Upon request, it is also possible to 
customize the buckle with laser or pad 
printing, and alternatively, the item is also 
available with ring closure.



AVAILABLE WITH
REFLECTIVE BAND

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

PANTONE SWATCHES
COATED - UNCOATED - TPX

- SKI STRAP FOR DOWNHILL SKII

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: Width 14 cm x Height 4 cm

P0065

PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

Made in Italy Made in Italy44. 45.

Captain
Arm band

Ski leg
Strap

BESTSELLERS BESTSELLERS

Our ski strap is essential during holi-
days on the snow. It is also available in 
other versions for cross- country skiing 
in strap or in tube. On demand, you can 
have a rubber tag to easier the grip we-
aring gloves. 

Very appreciated gadget and used in 
sportive areas , our armband “Captain 
model” is realized in elastic with closure 
and a regulating velcro system. To easier 
the application to the arm, this product 
has an elastic eyelet in which put the arm 
before the closure. Completely printable, 
it is available in two different heights and, 
on demand, it is possible to apply a reflex 
string, to better the visibility.

P00481P0038
- DOWNHILL SKI LEG STRAP- CAPTAIN ARM BAND

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: Width 25 cm x Height 4 cm

- 65% Polyester, 35% Elastane
- Sizes: Width 37 cm x Height 7 cm /
            Width 37 cm x Height 10 cm

- SKI STRAP FOR DOWNHILL SKII

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
- Sizes: Width 14 cm x Height 6 cm

P0064
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- DOG LEASH

100% Polyester
Sizes: Width 120 cm x Height 2/2.5 cm

P0024
- ADJUSTABLE DOG COLLAR

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: ø31/51 x h2/2.5 cm

P0025

- ADJUSTABLE COLLAR WITH BANDANA

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: ø31/51 x h2/2.5 cm
- Bandana: Width 18 cm x Height 12.5 cm

P0027
- TRAVEL BOWL FOR DOG/CAT

- 50% Polyester, 50% Polyamide
- Sizes: ø15 x h9.5 cm

P0165

Animal
Lovers

BESTSELLER Animal Lovers! Welcome to the pets 
section, where the happiness of your best 
friend is always a priority. Surprise them 
with lots of love and tailor-made products 
for them and for you. Functional and ele-
gant design that showcases how unique 
and special your bond is!

“Special accessories for dogs such as collars, leashes, bowls, and bandanas.”

ACCESSORIES available on page 20ACCESSORIES available on page 20

46. Made in Italy



SIZES

STANDARD
SIZES

Fun accessory perfect for jazzing up any 
outfit and adding a personal touch. Our 
pins are made with quality materials, en-
suring durability and a refined finish. Ideal 
for promoting your brand or circulating a 
slogan, they are available in various shapes 
and sizes, with pin or magnet attachment, 
and upon request, a green version made 
from biodegradable material.

Pins
BESTSELLERS

- CUSTOMIZED PINS

- Aluminum-print on paper
- Sizes: 2,5 - 3,8 - 4,5 - 5 - 5,6 cm

P00010 Silicone
Bracelets

BESTSELLERS

PINK 232 C

RED 485 C

NAVY 294 C

SKY 3005 C

ORANGE 021 C

YELLOW C

SPRING 354 C

BLACK

WHITE

YELLOW FLUO

PINK FLUO

ORANGE FLUO

GREEN FLUO

Our silicone bracelet is the ideal accessory 
for any occasion, offering a perfect mix of 
style and practicality. Made of soft hypo-
allergenic silicone, it is comfortable and 
durable, suitable for long-term wear. We 
can customize it with pad printing and/or 
laser engraving for an even more unique 
effect and to give greater prominence to 
your brand.

- SILICONE BRACELET

- 100% Silicone
- Sizes:  ø 64 mm 

P0157
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Printed paper coasters are eco-friendly and 
represent a perfect advertising tool, an 
essential complement in the restaurant in-
dustry. Showcase your brand where people 
gather in a relaxed atmosphere and have 
fun together.

- PAPER COASTERS

- Printing on paper
- Sizes:  Round, diameter 107mm 
              Square, 93 x 93 mm

P090Paper
Coasters

BESTSELLERS

STANDARD
SIZES

Our wine glass holder is a perfect choice 
for food and wine events where you want 
to have your glass handy without sacrificing 
the freedom to move around. We offer a 
wide range of base colors on which we ap-
ply screen printing to personalize with your 
logo and design, ensuring a unique and pro-
fessional touch to every event.

- TNT CUP HOLDER

- 100% Polyester
- Sizes: b17,5 x h22 cm

P115Cup
Holder

BESTSELLERS

PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST
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PACKAGING
SINGLE UPON REQUEST

Our cup holder lanyard is the ideal acces-
sory for keeping your drinks conveniently 
and conveniently on hand at all times. Per-
fect for concerts, festivals, fairs
and more. Customize your lanyard for more 
effective promotion.

- POLYESTER RIBBON WITH SILICONE ACCESSORY

- 100% Polyester & Silicone
- Sizes: 33 - 50 ml

L0820
Customized hard plastic cups are the undi-
sputed protagonists of parties and popular 
events such as festivals, concerts, and cultu-
ral festivals. Personalized with full-color prin-
ts with brilliant and long-lasting effects, they 
become iconic collectible items. Our cups 
are made with high-quality materials that of-
fer excellent resistance and impeccable fini-
shing. They are reusable and dishwasher safe.

- PAD PRINTED CUPS

- Polypropylene
- Sizes: 33 - 50 cl

P0292Glasses
BESTSELLERS

PAD
PRINTING

AVAILABLE
SIZES

52. 53.



Packaging Processing
Third-party Materials

Made in Italy Made in Italy54. 55.

We package while respecting the environment

P0245
- recycled paper band

- Sizes: b7 x h15 cm

P0245
- Havana recycled paper envelope

- Sizes: b15 x h15 cm

P0245
- recycled paper band

- Sizes: b7 x h15 cm

P0245
- Havana recycled paper envelope

- Sizes: b15 x h15 cm

Proposing packaged products means ensuring a series of benefits (or services):

-Product protection: from impacts, contact with other external objects, but also 
contamination by chemical-physical agents such as water, moisture, air - in order to 
maintain the product’s qualities unchanged.

-Product presentation: a customized package with the brand logo, materials, 
shape, and specifically designed dimensions highlights the product itself and the 
brand, making it more recognizable.

-Product communication: the packaging can be customized to instruct the consu-
mer on the use of the product.

For packaging, we have chosen eco-friendly materials such as recycled paper with 
FSC certification or 100% recycled PE-LD plastic material. For our shipments, we 
use FSC-certified recycled cardboard boxes and paper tape: this way, you can reuse 
the box or recycle it without separating the materials.

We intervene on the fabrics and materials of our clients by carrying out sublimation 
and screen printing processes.

We also provide pad printing, laser engraving, cutting, and sewing services. We 
will carefully listen to your needs to create on your materials whatever you require.



Screen
Printing

Made in Italy Made in Italy56. 57.

SCAN ME!

Screen printing is among the oldest printing techniques. The image to be printed is 
engraved on a support (frame or cylinder) which is fixed to the printing machine. The ink 
is pushed onto the support and permeates through its engravings, transferring onto the 
fabric, imprinting the desired image. This technique allows for thick and three-dimensio-
nal prints. Special effects can be created using opaque, glossy, metallic, luminescent, or 
silicone-based inks.

We provide promotional products based on cotton, felt, hemp, paper, and more.

Made in Italy

MATERIAL 
HEMP

SCREEN
PRINTING
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Tel. +39 0422 725691
info@raxyline.com
www.raxyline.com

Raxy Line Srl
Via A. Volta, 5, 31027 Spresiano (TV) Italy


